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BextSpot Pro® Carpet Spot Cleaning System
The BEXTSpot Pro® provides a compact, lightweight highly portable tool for quick carpet 
or upholstery spot clean-up. With a 1 gallon tank, there is plenty of solution capacity for 
the emergency small jobs that present themselves in schools, offices, food service areas 
or healthcare facilities. With a powerful pump and vacuum motor, this very convenient 
machine gets the job done fast, and can then be stored away out of sight.

EX20™ Portable Extractors
EX20™ portable extractors are the culmination of a major engineering and design initiative of Clarke that emanated 
from direct field input of cleaning technicians who used high performance portable extraction machines every day.

EX30™ Heated Portable Extractor
The EX30™ is the result of years of extensive engineering and design experience coming together with 
customer feedback to create one of the most powerful and user-friendly portable carpet extractors 
ever made. The EX30 is designed with the end user’s needs in mind. Features like upright, dolly design for 
easy loading, unloading and stair climbing make the EX30 easy to handle by one person. The EX30 has
CRI certified gold third party tested certification for superior carpet extraction performance.

Clean Track® S16, L18 and 18 Wash and Rinse
Clarke Clean Track® S16 & L18 self-contained portable extractors provide easy, flexible 
operation to satisfy carpet care requirements! Compact, portable design and innovative 
extractor capabilities with minimal maintenance ensure superior cleaning results. The 
Clarke Clean Track® 18 Wash & Rinse enhances productivity and improves cleaning 
performance with one pass cleaning! It has an ergonomic, safe design that delivers 
twice the cleaning productivity in half the time.

DirectAir Pro™ Air Mover
The DirectAir Pro™ is the compact, light-weight and transportable solution in an air mover.
Featuring a powerful 1/3 hp motor and 3 speeds, this machine is designed to draw low amperage, so 
that it can be daisy-chained to one plug outlet for use in flood restoration applications. Also great for 
quicker carpet drying during carpet cleaning, and wherever movement of air is needed.

Trusted. Reliable. Efficient.

Clean Track® 12
The small footprint and straight-forward controls make the Clean Track® 12 easy to operate, maneuver, and 
transport. The 12 inch cleaning path allows extraction in tight spaces such as elevators. The laminar-flow shoe and 
controlled water usage assist with faster dry times so normal traffic can resume without extended interruption.

Clean Track® L24
The Clarke Clean Track® L24 battery walk-behind carpet extractor provides superior cleaning capabilities to 
ensure your carpets are clean and ready to use fast! CRI certified extraction ensures a deep cleaned carpet 
with dry times of less than 30 minutes!

Extractors and Drying system Warranty: Parts 1 Year, Labor 1 Year


